World organizations have a special impact on forming of places. One of them is UNESCO. It is aimed at the field of cooperation in culture, education and science among nations all over the world and also on the protectin of places with extraordinary cultural value. Its programme contributes to the formation of places with peaceful character.

Urban environment is varied and it is possible to peruse it from many points of view. At the beginning of my work I was thinking about the relation between religion and living environment. The religion specifies our relationship to the surroundings, places the restrictions or recommends how to treat the nature. In the countries where people live really deep spiritual life, religion has an important impact on living environment.

The contemporaneous western world diverts from intense religious life and looks for another way. Nevertheless it is not right to assume that the religious influence in atheist countries is low or none. The relationship between the human and the living environment is formed by the past of the nation too. It means that in Europe the Christianity basically formed the relationship between people and environment. Christianity superordinated human beings above nature provided that human beings will look after it appropriately. The religion provided the basic condition of convenient relationship between human beings and nature.

The religion affects also the fact what kind of architecture is projected. Secular architecture and sacred architecture always draws from spiritual testament of relevant era. It is important for our life to give rise to well-balanced secular and sacred places. An American architect Frank Loyd Wright fully realized the connection between architecture and philosophy. He was inspired by the Chinese philosophy Loa’c by the doctrine about Tao.